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in addition, the new drawings 3 will support up to 128 threads, the ability to create and edit
thousands of new embroidery designs, and the ability to run on mac os x. we've already started work
on the new program and are excited to share more information as we get closer to the release date.
although it is important for us to make sure that drawings 2 users have the best possible experience,

we're also committed to supporting drawings 2 through to the end of the year, and we will be
working on a new corel drawings for mac that will include the enhancements and other features of

drawings 3. we have just released a new version of corel drawings. corel drawings x is an extremely
intuitive software with many new features and enhancements. it's also the perfect embroidery

software for any creative. we believe that the next generation of embroidery software should be
more than just an embroidery software. that's why corel drawings x includes many advanced

features that help creative professionals be more efficient and productive. our most recent update,
corel drawings 7, was a major release with an improved user experience and enhanced capabilities
in handling large and intricate designs. for those of you already using corel drawings 6, we will be

rolling out a new release of corel drawings 6 with improved performance and enhanced capabilities
for handling large and intricate designs. that is, corel drawings 6 pro. we recommend all users

upgrade to corel drawings 6 pro to take advantage of the improved features and performance. the
latest version of corel drawings, corel drawings 2, offers significant performance improvements for

speed and productivity, along with an intuitive new user experience and a variety of enhancements,
including: importing and exporting more than 100 file formats support for the new dng raw format

enhanced performance and responsiveness a new user interface and workflow auto-digitizing in the
background for even more flexibility a variety of enhancements, including: - email notifications for

automatic digitizing - the ability to correct and match colors in imported images, raster files and clip
art - enhanced drawing and editing tools - improved dwg exporting
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